Cascade Pure Alpaca
Hair Pin and Broomsticks Wrap

Designed By Tammy Knox
Pure Alpaca
Hair Pins and Brooms Sticks Wrap
Designed by Tammy Knox and Pam Egnew

MATERIALS: Cascade Yarns Pure Alpaca 3 Skeins (color 3031)
GAUGE: 16sc = 4 inches at center of strip.
ABBRIVATIONS:
Beg = Begin(ning); rem = remaining; rep = repeat; tog = together
lp(s) = loop(s); ch = chain; sl = slip; sl st = slip stitch;
sc = single crochet; tc = triple crochet; tctog = triple crochet together
sp(s) = space(s); st(s) = stitch(es);
[ ] = work directions in brackets the number of times specified;
* or ** = repeat whatever follows the * or ** as indicated.

This wrap is worked in blocks that are assembled so the length is determined on how many blocks you wish to make. To make a good length for a wrap 5 blocks are required.

Step 1: Creating hairpin lace center:

Make 15; 60 loop hairpin lace strips, loop together 3 strips a in a standard hairpin lace. (these strips become the center of each of the 5 blocks)

Step 2: Creating blocks:

Row1: For each center beginning at one end *pick up 5 loops along the side and work 5 TC* repeat from* to * to the end of row. Turn

Row2: ch3 work (4 TCTog) over the next 4sts. (working tctog sts is done by starting each tc leaving the last loop held on the hook until all the stitches are worked then pull yarn through all the loops that were held on the hook to make 1st.) *ch4 work 5tctog over next 5sts* repeat from*to* to end of row. Turn.

Row 3: ch3 work 4TC in top of the 5tctog st of previous row, *work 5tc in top of the next 5tctog of previous row* repeat from*to* to the end of row. Turn.

Row 4,5,6: ch1 work sc across row. Turn. (At end of row 6 tie off).

Repeat rows 1-6 on each side of each hairpin center strip. This completes each block.

Step 3: Putting the blocks together:
Laying 2 blocks beside each other and attaching yarn to corner of block1 then ch 10 and sc in corner of block2, ch 12 sc in 10th st from corner on block1, *ch 12, sc in 10th st from last sc on block2, ch12, sc in 10th st from last sc in block1.* repeat until you reach the corner ch 10 and sc in the corner of block1. Sl down to the 5th st from the sc at corner, *ch 12, sc in the 5th between the previous two sc on block2 (creating an X pattern), ch 12, sc in the 5th between the previous two sc on block1* repeat until you are at the last space on block 1 once you have sc in that space tie off.

Repeat Step three between each of the blocks attaching them together to create the wrap.

Step 4: Finishing

Row 1: Attach yarn at corner with sc working down long side. Sc in next 2 st, **ch 4, dc into the (junction of the 5TCtogs and 5tc), ch 4, sc in end of next row, ch3, sc in end of next row, *Pick up one yarn loop of the hairpin lace at edge and work 6sc in the loop, sc in end of center of hairpin strip* repeat from* to * 5 more X. ch 3, sc in end of next row ch 4, dc into the (junction of the 5TCtogs and 5tc), ch 4, sc in the next 14 sts** repeat from ** to ** for each block. To end. Turn

Row 2 & 3: ch 1, sc in each stitch across. At end of row 3 tie off.

Repeat Step 4 on second long side.